Layer-by-layer self-assembly under high gravity field.
In the present article, we have developed a facile and rapid method to fabricate a polyelectrolyte multilayer under high gravity field and investigated the difference of mass transfer in the diffusing process between LbL self-assembled technique under high gravity field (HG-LbL) and dipping assembly. Herein, we have employed polyethyleneimine and zinc oxide nanoparticles, which is a well-known UV blocking material with typical absorption properties in the range of 300-400 nm, as building blocks and applied hydrogen bonding as the driving force to construct the multilayer under HG-LbL and dipping assembly. The results show that, compared with dipping assembly, HG-LbL can highly improve the utilization and adsorption efficiency of building blocks by hastening the diffusing process, and meanwhile the resulting multilayer films still achieve comparable quality as those prepared from dipping assembly.